3. The size-associated reamer is used to re-prepare the canal to the proper length

4. The ParaPost Taper Lux is tied into the proper depth

5. The remaining radicular tooth structure is etched thoroughly. It is then washed and dried.

6. The bonding agent is applied into the canal and (inset) on the remaining dentin as well

7. ParaCore Dentin shade is injected into the canal from bottom to top

8. The ParaPost Taper Lux is inserted fully into the canal (the colored sizing ring has been previously removed)

9. The lubricated HuFriedy interproximal contact curing instrument is used to begin forming the core

10. The surface composite is light cured

11. Additional ParaCore Dentin is immediately added to form the full dimensions of the core

12. Once the core has been shaped to the required dimension it is light cured (inset)

13. The post and core is now complete (buccal view)
The solution is:

The long and complex post and core procedure has been reduced to a simplified technique that utilizes the post and core material as the post cement as well. In order for this technique to function, the core material must be a dual cure composite resin which will in the depths of the canal around the deepest portions of the post, cure within 5-6 minutes even though no light can actually reach it. Thus the post and core procedure can be reduced to 15 minutes or even less in most situations.
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